Approximate string-matching methods to account for complex variation in highly discriminatory text fields, such as personal names, can enhance probabilistic record linkage. However, discriminating between matching and non-matching strings is challenging for logographic scripts, where similarities in pronunciation, appearance, or keystroke sequence are not directly encoded in the string data. We leverage a large Chinese administrative dataset with known match status to develop logistic regression and Xgboost classifiers integrating measures of visual, phonetic, and keystroke similarity to enhance identification of potentially-matching name pairs. We evaluate three methods of leveraging name similarity scores in large-scale probabilistic record linkage, which can adapt to varying match prevalence and information in supporting fields: (1) setting a threshold score based on predicted quality of name-matching across all record pairs; (2) setting a threshold score based on predicted discriminatory power of the linkage model; and (3) using empirical score distributions among matches and nonmatches to perform Bayesian adjustment of matching probabilities estimated from exact-agreement linkage. In experiments on holdout data, as well as data simulated with varying name error rates and supporting fields, a logistic regression classifier incorporated via the Bayesian method demonstrated marked improvements over exact-agreement linkage with respect to discriminatory power, match probability estimation, and accuracy, reducing the total number of misclassified record pairs by 21% in test data and up to an average of 93% in simulated datasets. Our results demonstrate the value of incorporating visual, phonetic, and keystroke similarity for logographic name matching, as well as the promise of our Bayesian approach to leverage name-matching within large-scale record linkage.
Introduction
Record linkage, the task of identifying records corresponding to the same individual within or across databases, has many applications across the health sciences. As the number and availability of electronic health records and other relevant data grow, linkage across and within databases is ever more imperative to facilitate epidemiologic study of exposure-disease relationships (1), estimation of health registry completeness and true disease prevalence (2, 3) , and the study of health histories, co-morbidities, and co-infections (4) (5) (6) . While many different approaches to record linkage exist, probabilistic record linkage, which utilizes statistical models to infer the probability that two records are co-referent based on agreement or similarity of identifying fields, offers advantages in terms of adapting to new data and estimating match uncertainty (7) . Highly discriminatory identifiers, such as personal names, provide critical support to the linkage process but can be subject to complex variations in representation, typographical errors, and abbreviations, motivating the inclusion of a variety of subroutines to assess name identifier similarity during the linkage process (8, 9) .
For personal names, in order to accommodate variability that may arise through errors in the data entry process, as well as multiple ways of representing the same concept or entity (e.g., abbreviations, transliterations between languages, nicknames, reordering of given and family names), multiple heuristics have been developed to assess the similarity of character strings. Static approaches, such as cosine and Levenshtein similarities (10), impose a predefined penalty for each unit (character or multi-character token) of difference between two strings (8, 11) . In contrast, learnable similarity metrics can be trained using labeled examples of coreferent and non-co-referent names. Learnable similarity metrics encompass the use of machine learning classifiers trained on features extracted from pairwise string comparisons (such as static similarity scores) (12, 13) , as well as probabilistic finite-state transducers, which estimate the probability of specific variations in the context of surrounding characters (14) (15) (16) . Training classifiers on multiple static similarity metrics can reveal non-linear relationships between similarity scores and matching probabilities and provide a means of empirically weighting various definitions of string similarity. Finite-state transducers, meanwhile, can learn penalties associated with specific character deletions, insertions, and substitutions in context, but are consequently much more complex, and require extensive training and validation data to achieve good performance.
Matching personal name variants based on string similarity is especially challenging for writing systems that do not use alphabetic scripts. Most method development for personal namematching has targeted Indo-European languages, and particularly English, in which characters or combinations of characters correspond to phonemes, and the overall character set is relatively small. These properties allow for direct comparisons of character string data to serve as relatively good measures of similarity in terms of sound, appearance, and keystroke sequence (17) . Under these conditions, static similarity scores applied directly to the original characters may exhibit favorable classification performance. In contrast, discriminating matching from non-matching name variants is much more challenging for logographic scripts, in which single characters encode words or concepts. Chinese scripts, for example, have over 50,000 distinct characters, many of which have highly similar or identical pronunciations, multiple possible pronunciations (17) , visual appearances differing by a single stroke or radical, complex structures, such that composite characters are formed from multiple simple characters (18) , and require multiple keystrokes to enter each character stored in a string. None of these complexities are directly encoded in representations of Chinese characters stored in computer memory, and thus traditional approaches to string similarity naively applied to Chinese character fields are unlikely to satisfactorily account for the errors in data recording and entry (Table 1) , leading to poor ability to discriminate between co-referent and non-co-referent strings. A partial solution to the challenges of assessing string similarity for logographic scripts is to encode the original logograms in formats that represent their phonetic or visual properties, or keystroke input sequences, before applying pairwise comparison methods, such as Levenshtein distance (10) . A diverse set of encodings are available for this purpose: Pinyin, the official phonetic system for transcribing Chinese characters into the Latin alphabet, is also the most commonly used keyboard input method for Chinese PC users (19) ; Wubi, a keyboard input system preferred by some professional typists, is based on character structure, and can potentially represent aspects of visual and keystroke similarity (20) ; Four Corner Code is a numerical representation of stroke shapes around the outside edges of characters (21) ; characters may be further decomposed into their component radicals or strokes; and Unicode ideographic description characters can be used to indicate the structure of compound characters (e.g., ⿰, indicating a compound character composed of two radicals arranged horizontally; ⿱, indicating a compound character composed of two radicals arranged vertically). However, because errors can occur in relation to numerous string properties, one may expect that multiple encodings and associated similarity measures, with some means of appropriately weighting their importance, may be required to approach optimal classification performance of co-referent names.
Here, we develop a framework leveraging multiple comparison features of encoded logographic names to recover aspects of phonetic, visual, and keystroke similarity using machine learning classifiers, with the goal of improving record linkage performance. We train gradient boosted classification tree ensembles and logistic regression classifiers on a large number of name pairs with known match status, identifying models that optimize tradeoffs between predictive performance and computational scalability. We investigate the impact of incorporating the resulting name-matching classifiers into large-scale record linkage using simulated data with varying rates of name errors and identifier availability, as well as real data withheld during model selection and calibration, proposing and evaluating three novel methods to either adapt name-matching thresholds to specific linkage tasks, or directly utilize continuous estimates of the probability of matching given a classifier score.
To our knowledge, ours is the first study to integrate measures of phonetic, visual, and keystroke string similarity for logographic name matching in the context of large-scale record linkage. Prior work has evaluated Chinese name-matching classifiers trained on pinyin similarity features to resolve co-referent name variations extracted from Chinese Wikipedia redirects (17), but did not evaluate the benefit of including other forms of similarity. Our approach addresses these methods gaps, and offers tools for researchers seeking to conduct epidemiologic analysis of large, linked datasets in logographic languages.
Methods

Components of the name matching algorithm
The main challenge to measuring string similarity for logographic languages is that the bytes encoding character data provide poor representations of pronunciation, visual structure, and keystroke sequences when compared with alphabetic character data. Thus, transformations of the original characters into encodings that more closely represent these properties are needed prior to the application of string comparators. Similarity measures along multiple dimensions may need to be subsequently combined into an overall similarity score. Our general approach is to use simple lookup tables to recover properties of logographic character strings, apply multiple pairwise similarity scoring algorithms to the resulting encoded character strings, and then feed the resulting scores as covariates to classification algorithms.
String transformations
To recover underlying properties relevant to the likelihood that two names are variants referring to the same entity, we map logographic character sequences to representations of their phonetic, visual, and input structures. We refer to these mappings as string transformations, and represent them using notation of the form ℳ( ), where represents the original character string and ℳ is replaced with a symbol representing the encoding. Encodings explored in the current study are described in Table 2 . We note that, in addition to encodings related to phonetics, visual structure, and keystrokes, we extract information such as name frequency, likely ethnicity, and potential indicators of more than one name or name variant being present in a record. This information may be useful from a probabilistic standpoint (i.e., two common names are less likely to refer to the same person, even if highly similar; names of different ethnic origins may be unlikely to refer to the same person), or in terms of modifying the importance of various similarity scores (e.g., if phonetic mistakes are more common within one population group when compared with another). Log relative frequency of names: High similarity between names that are common may be less indicative of a match than between rarer names.
NA
Pairwise comparisons of transformed strings
Once logographic strings have been mapped to encodings that better represent their relevant properties, their pairwise similarities may be assessed using common scoring algorithms such as Levenshtein distance or cosine distance (10, 22) . String similarity functions differ in their penalization of various types of disagreement, with a particularly relevant distinction arising between methods such as Levenshtein distance, which are sensitive to the order of tokens (groups of consecutive characters) in both strings, and methods such as cosine distance, which consider only the set overlap of all tokens, and may therefore be more sensitive to detecting similarity in the case of character transpositions, but less specific in other cases. For each transformation relevant to phonetic, visual, or keystroke properties of logographic strings, a set of pairwise scoring methods was implemented based on Levenshtein similarity, cosine similarity (on tokens of length 1,2, or 3 characters), and longest-common-substring similarity, which we define here as the length of the longest sequence of shared characters divided by the length of the shortest string. Scoring functions were applied to substrings of the original input (e.g., 1 st two logograms, 3 rd -Nth (final) logograms) reasoning that different substrings, roughly corresponding to Han Chinese family and given names, may provide more or less discriminatory power to distinguish co-referent and non-co-referent name pairs, or may be subject to different types of error patterns. Additional properties, such as name frequency or presumed ethnicity, are summarized for each pair using simple functions. Resulting outputs are notated with the general form ℳ ( , , 1 : 2 ), where ℳ is a symbol representing the string transformation used, is a symbol representing the comparison method, is the token length used, and 1 : 2 is a range representing a contiguous subset of the original logograms, and summarized (for arbitrary ℳ) in Table 3 . where is the minimum number of character insertions, deletions, or swaps required to convert 1 into 2 , 1 and 2 are their respective lengths Token length refers to the number of consecutive characters of a transformed string that are considered as a single unit during string comparisons. Grouping characters can improve the specificity of similarity measures, especially those that do not intrinsically consider the order of characters in a string, such as cosine similarity. 2. Substring ranges describe the position of relevant logograms in the untransformed string, and may be roughly considered as representing comparisons of the full string (1:N), comparisons of positions corresponding to Han family names (1:1; 1:2), and comparisons of positions corresponding to Han given names (2:N, 3:N) 3. The number of features for each comparison method generally corresponds to # encodings × # token lengths × # substring ranges considered. Exceptions are that tokens of length 2-3 were not considered for cosine similarity of untransformed strings (the ℐ encoding), summed counts of ambiguity indicators were considered only for full strings, and summed log relative frequencies were considered only for substring ranges 1:1, 1:2, 2:N, and 3:N
Classification algorithms incorporating pairwise comparison output
In order to integrate and appropriately weight various quantities related to phonetic, visual, and keystroke similarity of logographic name pairs, as well as other relevant properties, classification algorithms were trained to distinguish between name pairs of known match status (1 if two names co-occur in records known to reference the same individual, 0 otherwise) based on J pairwise comparison features ℳ ( , k, s 1 : s 2 ) j , yielding classification scores ≈ ( = 1|.ℳ ( , k, s 1 : s 2 ) 1 … ℳ ( , k, s 1 : s 2 ) ). While many learning algorithms could be leveraged for this purpose, three are considered here: (1) single comparison features used directly as classification scores; (2) multiple logistic regression; and (3) boosted classification tree ensembles as implemented in the Xgboost software package (R package version 0.81.0.1). These three approaches cover a range of tradeoffs in expected bias and variance, as well as in computational complexity, which is a potentially crucial consideration for large-scale linkages where billions or trillions of record pairs must be evaluated. Single comparison scores are expected to provide limited distinction between co-referent and non-co-referent name pairs, but may provide adequate improvements to performance when computational resources are limited. Logistic regression relies on an assumption of a linear relationship between the log-odds of coreference and similarity scores, which may be a source of bias, on the one hand, yet may help to reduce out-of-sample variance by limiting the potential for overfitting. Logistic regression also provides a simple platform to specify and test the predictive value of interaction terms, facilitating incorporation of domain knowledge. Boosted classification tree ensembles are the most data-driven and computationally demanding of the approaches, capable of fitting nonlinear relationships and discovering interactions between terms. However, they have a higher potential for overfitting to training and validation data, and therefore potentially more variance in their out-of-sample performance.
Classification performance
To evaluate the performance of the classifiers, two metrics of their ability to rank co-referent name pairs higher than non-co-referent pairs were jointly considered: Area under the Receiver-Operator Characteristic curve (AUROC), and area under the Early Recovery Portion of the Receiver-Operator Characteristic curve (EAUROC). EAUROC is defined as the area under the curve up to a false positive rate equal to the overall odds of true positive labels in the dataset. The motivation for considering both metrics stems from the extreme class imbalance evident in most record linkage applications, under which matching record pairs are so rare that only a very small false positive rate may conceivably yield an acceptable recovery in terms of precision. AUROC is indicative of ranking performance for the full dataset, and may be more relevant as class imbalance is reduced. EAUROC is indicative of ranking performance in the region of the ROC curve where the number of false positives is less than or equal to the total number of true positives.
Training name matching algorithms
All data processing and computation were carried out in the R software environment for statistical computing (version 3.5.2). Model selection and hyperparameter tuning for namematching classifiers were undertaken using routines available in the mlr package (v 2.13). Co-referent and non-co-referent name pairs were sampled for each partition in order to train, tune, and test logistic regression and Xgboost classifiers. We sampled all non-identical coreferent name pairs within each partition (7, 156 in the training data, 2,216 in the development data, 2,169 in the test data), along with large random samples of non-co-referent name pairs (2 × 10 6 , 1 × 10 6 , 1 × 10 6 ), and generated pairwise comparison features for the selected name pairs. For the purposes of name-matching, all name pairs that ever occurred in co-referent record clusters were labeled as matches. The institutional review board committee at the University of California, Berkeley, approved all study protocols.
Test data and data partitioning
Logistic regression model selection
The optimal logistic regression classifiers were determined using a two-step process. In the first step, forward variable selection on all single features was used to identify the best-performing predictive model according to AUROC and EAUROC metrics on the development data, stopping once improvement in both metrics fell below 1 × 10 −5 . In the second step, all variables initially selected were included as both main effects and interacted with categorical indicators for both names in a pair corresponding to Han Chinese naming conventions, neither name corresponding to Han conventions, or disagreement between the apparent ethnicity of the names. Starting from this full interaction model, terms were sequentially dropped until AUROC or EAUROC worsened by more than 1 × 10 −5 .
Xgboost tuning and model selection
In order to reduce the risk of overfitting by the Xgboost algorithm, the functional relationships between pairwise similarity scores and the probability of co-reference were a priori constrained to be monotonic increasing. Tuning and model selection was performed in three steps: (1) an initial round of hyperparameter tuning was conducted on critical parameters such as maximum tree depth, learning rate, and the number of boosted trees; (2) sequential feature ablation was performed, removing at each iteration the feature with lowest permutation importance as measured by deterioration in out-of-sample EAUROC when the values of that column were permuted (23); and (3) upon identifying the best-performing feature set identified during sequential ablation, a final round of hyperparameter tuning was performed, optimizing simultaneously for out-of-sample EAUROC, AUROC, and minimum prediction time.
Hyperparameter tuning was performed using Bayesian model-based optimization, available through the R package mlrMBO (v. 1.1.2).
Applying name-matching classifiers within large-scale record linkage
Record linkage system The highly computationally efficient open-source probabilistic record linkage package fastLink (v. 0.5.1) (7) was adapted to utilize the name-matching classifiers described here during record linkage. The package follows an extended Fellegi-Sunter framework (24) for probabilistic record linkage. Briefly, patterns of full or partial agreement on identifying fields are tallied across all record pairs, resulting in an observed matrix of observed agreement patterns across fields of the form
with associated frequency counts . The observed agreement patterns arise from a mixture of matching and non-matching pairs, and, following initialization of parameters , the overall proportion of matching record pairs, ( | ), the conditional probability of observing agreement pattern among matched record pairs, and ( | ), the conditional probability of observing the pattern among non-matched record pairs, a mixture likelihood is optimized via EM algorithm. Upon convergence, the probability of matching associated with each agreement pattern , , is estimated according to Bayes' Law:
In addition to highly efficient computation and storage of agreement information, fastLink incorporates extensions of the Fellegi-Sunter framework to include conditional dependence between fields via interaction terms in log-linear models, as well as for inferring the match probability of agreement patterns with missing data under the assumption that missingness is random conditional on match status.
Incorporating name-matching classifiers into probabilistic record linkage
A typical approach to incorporating approximate name-matching into probabilistic record linkage has been to apply a threshold to similarity scores, above which all name pairs are declared to be in agreement. However, little guidance exists in the literature with respect to sound methods for selecting a threshold score. The optimal agreement threshold for any given linkage problem can be expected to depend on the overall proportion of matching record pairs, as well as the discriminatory power provided by other fields. Therefore, we evaluated two methods for selecting a classifier score threshold for agreement based on initial estimates of obtained by defining agreement on each field via exact matching, and utilizing the empirical distribution of classifier scores among matching and nonmatching record pairs observed in the development linkage dataset (18,975,565,455 record pairs). In the first approach, a threshold is selected to maximize the predicted 1 score (harmonic mean of recall and precision) of name agreement among all record pairs that do not match exactly on name. Let 0 denote the rows of for which , = 0. The estimated recall at threshold is ( ≥ | ), based on the empirical distribution, while estimated precision is given by the average of ( ≥ | )
across all ∈ 0 , weighted by their corresponding . We refer to this method of agreement threshold selection as 1 . The second proposed approach for estimating the optimal agreement threshold, referred to as 2 , is based on the theoretical best-possible ranking resulting from the predicted transfer of matching and non-matching record pairs from rows of where , = 0 to corresponding rows where , = 1, and all other agreement indicators are identical. For each donor row 1 and recipient row 2, the predicted and following approximate namematching at threshold are given by
Following calculation of these predicted quantities at all relevant rows of , rows are sorted by decreasing order of ̂, and AUROC is calculated. For both approaches, we assessed the optimal classifier score threshold based on enumeration of predicted performance over a regular 10,000 point grid of candidate values.
In addition to the two threshold-based methods of incorporating name-matching classifiers into the record linkage framework discussed above, we assessed the performance of a third method, which retains name-matching classification score information at a greater resolution. In this approach, which we label posterior name-matching adjustment, the matching probabilities of record pairs pertaining to selected rows of for which , = 0 are re-estimated by using preliminary estimates of as prior probabilities, along with smoothed estimates of the relative likelihood of observed name classifier scores based on empirical distributions in the linkage development data. Under this framework, the new estimate of given is
where ( | ) and ( | ) are empirical probability densities for matches and nonmatches at score . In order to ensure desirable behavior, predictions are generated from isotonic regressions, which enforce the constraint that the predicted probability of matching increases monotonically with classifier score. In addition to retaining more granular representations of name similarity, this method has the potential advantage of ignoring large numbers of record pairs for which preliminary estimates of are so low that no matches are expected to be recoverable (e.g., no posterior probabilities above 0.1 are possible). As a result, it may be faster and more scalable than the threshold-based methods. On the other hand, the ultimate reliance on name-similarity scores may not always be robust in comparison with EM algorithm estimates based on patterns of agreement over multiple fields.
Record linkage application and evaluation
The performance of record linkage methods incorporating logographic name-matching classifiers was tested on an administrative dataset from Sichuan Province, China, apportioned to development (18, 975, 565 ,455 record pairs, true match probability 7.74 × 10 −6 ) and test data (19, 195, 751 ,953 record pairs, true match probability 7.64 × 10 −6 ). Record linkage was conducted considering name, sex, year, month, and day of birth, and a location code (LOC code) specifying the district of residence for the record. In order to mitigate violations of the baseline assumption of conditional independence in agreement between fields (e.g., if there is a higher likelihood of random agreement on name given agreement on sex, or a higher likelihood of errors in data entry for month of birth given errors in day of birth), we selected from a set of all pairwise interaction terms for ( | ) and ( | ), as well as three-way interaction terms selected on the basis of known patterns of error in the data or hypothesized trends in naming practice. These included a three-way interaction for year, month, and day of birth, since all were derived from the same original field; between LOC code, month, and day of birth, under the assumption that observed patterns of over-attribution to particular dates (e.g., the 1 st of the current month) may be localized to certain reporting sites; between name, sex, and LOC code, under the assumption that there may be regional trends in popular names for each gender; and name, sex, and year of birth, under the assumption that there may be temporal trends in popular names for each gender. Selection of the best-performing set of terms for matches and nonmatches was performed using a genetic algorithm optimizing on AUROC and mean absolute error of estimate match probabilities on the development data (package GA, v. 3.2). Following identification of an adequate model, we evaluated linkage based on exact agreement, as well as incorporating the best-performing single pairwise similarity score, logistic regression classifier, and Xgboost classifier via the 1 , 2 , and posterior name-matching adjustment methods. We evaluated linkage performance based on AUROC, EAUROC, negative log-likelihood (-LL) of the estimated probabilities given true match status, as well as the number of false negatives (FN) and false positives (FP) when accepting the top-ranked agreement patterns as links up to a threshold minimizing the absolute difference between the true ( ) or estimated (̂) proportion of matches and the proportion of record pairs accepted as matches.
In the interest of assessing the average impact of our methods under varying rates of error in the name field and availability of other identifiers, we generated 100 simulated paired datasets of 10,000 records to be linked under 5%, 10%, or 20% error in the name field. Data were generated based on marginal rates of error in sex, year, month, day of birth, and LOC code observed in the full set of labeled records, and with the same number of unique values and pairwise correspondence between distinct values as observed in the real data, but with no conditional dependence between errors in each field. Names were simulated by randomly sampling from the observed distribution of characters in each position of the real names, including a 'STOP' character to control name length. Distributions of types of name errors (e.g., single character replacement, character insertion, character transposition, character decomposition, or complex errors) were simulated in accordance with the observed data, with candidate character substitutions and decompositions determined by a combination of observed examples and additional substitutions having a Levenshtein similarity score of at least 0.8 according to one or more encodings. We evaluated performance of record linkage based on exact field agreement, as well as incorporating the best-performing single pairwise similarity score, logistic regression classifier, and Xgboost classifier via the 1 , 2 , and posterior namematching adjustment methods for each dataset when all identifying fields were available, when only name, sex, year, month, and day of birth were available, and when only name, sex, and year of birth were available.
Results
Distribution of errors in administrative data
Among the labeled administrative records, 3.45% of co-referent records disagree on name. Among 25,680 co-referent record pairs that do not agree exactly on name, 92.56% of disagreements were due to replacement of one (84.48%) or more characters, 2.87% were due to character insertions or deletions, 2.36% due to character transpositions, 0.59% due to inclusion of multiple or alternative names/characters in the field, 0.50% due to decomposition of single into multiple characters, and 1.11% due to complex errors incorporating multiple types of variation. With respect to the independent discriminative power of each field for record linkage 
Selected name matching classifiers and variable importance
The comparison features included in the pareto-optimal set of single similarity scores were all cosine similarities on tokens of length 2-3, and included the pinyin and Wubi 98 string transformations. Similarity of strings encoded in pinyin and Wubi 98 may confer advantages in low dimensional classification settings, since both encodings are potentially related to keystroke inputs, as well as phonetic and structural similarity, respectively.
The best-performing logistic regression classifier included nine comparison features with effects stratified by ethnic categorization of the name pairs (i.e., neither Han, both Han, or one Han and the other not; Table 4 ). The model included a diversity of comparison features, with the greatest change in log odds of co-reference associated with increased Levenshtein similarity of pinyin encodings for non-Han and disparately categorized name pairs, while the largest effect among Han name pairs was associated with increased cosine similarity of trigram four-corner code. In general, features associated with visual and structural similarity based on four corner, Wubi 98, and radical decomposition + structure features were associated with greater increases in the odds of matching among name pairs classified as both Han. The best-performing Xgboost classifier included 34 features, covering a wide variety of string transformations and comparison functions. Among the top 10 features ranked by permutation importance (Figure 1, left panel) , four are summed log relative frequencies of different substrings of the names, which were also the highest-ranked features in terms of the frequency with which they were included in classification trees (Figure 1c, right panel) , but were not directly associated with large information gains (Figure 1b, center panel) , which may suggest a high degree of interaction with other features. Interestingly, the largest direct information gains were associated with Levenshtein and cosine similarities of untransformed strings, which may have to do with a large proportion of non-matching name pairs having no logograms in common, and with instances of logogram transposition, respectively. The pareto-optimal set of best-performing pairwise similarity measures, as well as selected logistic regression and Xgboost classifiers all exhibited strong ranking performance, with AUROCs consistently above 0.99 for full record linkage datasets in the development, test, and simulated data ( Table 5 ). As expected, both logistic regression and Xgboost classifiers outperformed single similarity measures, especially with respect to early recovery of matching names. While the selected Xgboost classifier appeared to slightly out-perform logistic regression within the development name-matching data, the logistic regression classifier consistently exhibited better early recovery on full record linkage datasets, perhaps reflecting both the generally simple relationships between similarity scores and matching probabilities and the tendency for linear models to exhibit better generalizability from limited training data (while our name-matching datasets contain a large number of name pairs, they are highly imbalanced and the amount of matching examples for particular types of variation may be small) (25) . Application of the various linkage methods incorporating name-matching classifiers to development and test data revealed that proposed methods always improved on linkage using exact agreement on names in terms of early ranking performance, log likelihood of estimated match probabilities given true data labels, and misclassification rates when accepting approximately the top true proportion of record pairs, ranked by estimated match probability (Tables 6 and 7 ). There was no clear trend in the performance of name-matching classifiers across all methods, although the logistic regression and Xgboost classifiers consistently outperformed trigram pinyin cosine similarity in terms of early ranking and log likelihood when incorporated using the 2 and posterior adjustment methods, which more aggressively leverage discriminatory support provided by other fields. Furthermore, there was a general trend towards improved ranking, log likelihood, and misclassification rates when accepting the top proportion of record pairs, improving from 1 incorporation to 2 incorporation to posterior adjustment for all classifiers. On the other hand, misclassification rates did not improve as reliably when accepting approximately the estimated top ̂ proportion of record pairs, suggesting that the more aggressive 2 and posterior adjustment methods of performing linkage with fuzzy name matching may have a tendency to over-estimate the proportion of matched pairs in the data. False positive rates when accepting approximately the highest ranked ̂ proportion of record pairs were substantially higher for the test data than for the development data when using logistic regression or Xgboost incorporated via 2 , and for all classifiers when using posterior adjustment, suggesting that ̂ was substantially overestimated by these methods in the test data. This degradation in performance could result from either extrapolation of the underlying agreement correlation structure optimized for development data, or from differences in the distribution of name-match classifier scores among co-referent and non-coreferent record pairs between the two partitions. 
Linkage of development and test data
Linkage results on simulated datasets
When name, sex, year, month, and day of birth, and LOC code were available as identifiers, linkage performance on simulated data generally demonstrated that incorporation of namematching classifiers resulted in improvements to ranking, probability estimation, and recovery when thresholding at the top-ranked true or estimated proportion of matching record pairs ( Figure 2) . Logistic regression and Xgboost name-matching classifiers tended to outperform name-matching using a single pairwise similarity score, ( , 3,1: N), and performance using the same classifier tended to be best using the posterior adjustment method of incorporation, followed by the 2 thresholding method, followed by 1 . Gains in performance were more dramatic under more prevalent name errors among matching record pairs. For example, the mean total number of misclassifications when accepting the top estimated ̂ proportion of record pairs fell by 88.43% from 121 (95% CI: 92-151) to 14 (95% CI: 7-24) when using the logistic regression classifier via posterior adjustment among datasets with name error rates of 5%, while among datasets with name error rates of 20%, it fell by 92.64% from 421 (95% CI: 382-469) to 31 (95% CI: [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . Decreases in both the number of false positives and false negatives at the estimated ̂ threshold suggest that incorporation of name-matching classifiers generally improved the estimation of overall match probability in this setting. Figure 2 : Linkage performance on simulated datasets with 5%, 10%, and 20% name error rates, when name, sex, year, month, and day of birth, and LOC code are available using various name-matching classifiers and methods of incorporation. Results are grouped by A). ranking performance (area under early portion of ROC curve); B). quality of estimated match probabilities (negative log likelihood given true match distribution); C). misclassifications when accepting the top ranked proportion of record pairs; D). misclassifications when accepting the estimated top ranked ̂ proportion of record pairs. Each box plot corresponds to 100 simulations.
When LOC code was not available as an identifier, similar improvements to ranking and probability estimation were generally evident after incorporation of name-matching classifiers, quality of recovery when thresholding at the top-ranked true or estimated proportion of matching record pairs was more variable, with increasing numbers of false positives when implementing name-matching methods (Figure 3 ). This is due in part to superior baseline exclusion of false positives by exact-agreement linkage in this setting, although a trend towards increased false positive rates is evident for the 2 and posterior adjustment methods of name-match classifier incorporation. In particular, some instability in the quality of recovery under the 2 thresholding method appears to emerge in this setting, suggesting that it may be particularly sensitive to noise in the initial estimates of match probabilities . Figure 3 : Linkage performance on simulated datasets with 5%, 10%, and 20% name error rates, when name, sex, year, month, and day of birth are available using various name-matching classifiers and methods of incorporation. Results are grouped by A). ranking performance (area under early portion of ROC curve); B). quality of estimated match probabilities (negative log likelihood given true match distribution); C). misclassifications when accepting the top ranked proportion of record pairs; D). misclassifications when accepting the estimated top ranked ̂ proportion of record pairs. Each box plot corresponds to 100 simulations.
When only name, sex, and year of birth were available as identifiers, incorporation of namematching classifiers via the 1 and 2 thresholding methods did not exhibit reliable improvements in performance (Figure 4 ). In particular, recoveries associated with the 2 thresholding method were of very unstable quality, which further suggests the sensitivity of the method to inaccurate initial estimates of match probabilities . Additionally, performance implementing the Xgboost classifier under either thresholding method was highly variable, which could be due to differences in the distribution of scores among matches and nonmatches in the development and simulated data, as well as the tendency of boosted classification tree ensembles to push probability estimates towards 0 and 1, which may increase the sensitivity of optimal threshold score estimates to noisy inputs by flattening the predicted likelihood ratio of matches to nonmatches over much of the available range. The posterior adjustment method retained advantages over exact-agreement linkage in this setting, with consistently higher ranking performance, likelihood of estimated probabilities, and decreased misclassification rates when accepting the top true proportion of record pairs as matches. Posterior adjustment using the logistic regression classifier reduced misclassifications by 45.55% among data with 5% name error rates from 630 (568-705) to 343 (247-447); by 61.93% among data with 10% name error rates from 1127 (1043-1205) to 429 (344-514); and by 74.53% among data with 20% name error rates from 2120 (2029-2203) to 540 (465-622). However, high upper false positive rates when accepting the top estimated ̂ proportion or record pairs indicate high variance of the overall estimated matching proportion in this setting. Figure 4 : Linkage performance on simulated datasets with 5%, 10%, and 20% name error rates, when name, sex, and year of birth are available using various name-matching classifiers and methods of incorporation. Results are grouped by A). ranking performance (area under early portion of ROC curve); B). quality of estimated match probabilities (negative log likelihood given true match distribution); C). misclassifications when accepting the top ranked proportion of record pairs; D). misclassifications when accepting the estimated top ranked ̂ proportion of record pairs. Each box plot corresponds to 100 simulations.
Scalability of linkage methods incorporating name-matching classifiers
Mean runtimes in minutes per processor per record comparison across threshold-based linkage methods were 4.17 × 10 −8 (standard deviation 2.32 × 10 −8 ) for exact-agreement linkage, 5.41 × 10 −7 (6.68 × 10 −7 ) for the single pairwise similarity score ( , 3,1: ), 1.46 × 10 −6 (6.59 × 10 −7 ) for the logistic regression classifier, and 2.01 × 10 −6 (8.58 × 10 −7 ) for the Xgboost classifier. Runtimes per processor per record comparison were slower for the posterior adjustment method as currently implemented, due to the difficulty of implementing some of fastLink's inbuilt efficient computation techniques when a limited number of record pairs are to be evaluated for name similarity: 2.38 × 10 −5 minutes (1.59× 10 −5 ) for ( , 3,1: ); 4.08 × 10 −5 minutes (2.41× 10 −5 ) for logistic regression; and 8.79 × 10 −5 minutes (4.12× 10 −5 ) for the Xgboost classifier. However, in most cases the number of records compared for the posterior adjustment method was a small fraction of the total record pairs: 8.35% on average (standard deviation 19%) for the single similarity score; 10.90% (21.10%) for logistic regression; and 10.40% (20.70%) for the Xgboost classifier. In practice, this ratio could be substantially reduced through user intervention to avoid comparisons among agreement patterns where the expected number of matching record pairs is very low relative to the computational burden.
Discussion
In this study, we set out to develop and implement improved methods for record linkage of datasets with name fields encoded in logographic character sets. At the outset, we hypothesized that the probability that two names are co-referent would be related to their similarity along multiple dimensions, including their pronunciation, their visual appearance, and the sequence of keystrokes required to enter them into electronic records, and that incorporating multiple predictors relating to these properties would improve data linkage. These hypotheses are supported by our results, which showed marked improvements in the ability of logistic regression and boosted classification tree classifiers incorporating diverse similarity features to separate co-referent from non-co-referent name pairs among a large sample of records. These gains in classification performance extended beyond the datasets used to train and tune the models to simulated data not drawn from the same generative distribution, suggesting at least some generalizability. The logistic regression model performed best overall, potentially due to its direct incorporation of domain knowledge in allowing the effects of individual similarity measures to vary across categories of names, as well as the tendency of generalized linear models to require less training data for reasonable predictive performance than highly data-adaptive classifiers such as Xgboost.
Optimally incorporating continuous string similarity scores into large scale record linkage is a challenging task, with some level of discretization usually implemented to overcome storage and computational hurdles. Most existing literature on the subject provides little more than rules of thumb for selecting one or more similarity thresholds to indicate complete or partial agreement of pairs of values, developed in the context of alphabetic languages (7) (8) (9) . A secondary contribution of our study was to propose and test three methods for applying name-matching classifiers within, or alongside, an extended Fellegi-Sunter probabilistic record linkage framework: two were threshold-based, and one a Bayesian adjustment of prior matching probabilities based on name-matching scores. All three methods leverage initial match probability estimates based on exact-agreement linkage, as well as empirical distributions of classification-scores associated with matches and non-matches in a labeled dataset, assumed to be transferable to the new data, to allow name-matching implementations to respond to the estimated imbalance between match and non-match classes within or across patterns of agreement in identifying fields.
In linkage experiments on real and simulated datasets, the Bayesian adjustment method consistently provided the best improvements in early ranking performance, estimated match probabilities, and misclassification rates when accepting a fixed proportion of the top-ranked record pairs as matches. The apparent robustness of the Bayesian adjustment method may reflect the benefits of retaining continuous similarity information on a highly discriminating identifier, directly incorporating prior match prevalence information for each agreement pattern into posterior estimates, and adding a supervised element to the prediction process by using previously estimated probability distributions of similarity scores among matches and nonmatches. On the other hand, posterior Bayesian adjustment appeared prone to overestimating the total proportion of matching record pairs. Practitioners using this method may need to carefully monitor the quality of proposed matches as they determine the cutoff match probability for declaring linkages.
The second thresholding method ( 2 ), which is based on optimizing the theoretical separation of matching and non-matching record pairs by name agreement, provided the next best performance when initial estimates of match probabilities were well-estimated, but exhibited instability and degraded performance when initial estimates were noisy due to reduced availability of identifying fields. The sensitivity of the 2 thresholding method to noise in initial match probability estimates may arise from its rather naïve assumption that changes in the frequency of agreement on name will not adversely impact parameter estimation in the downstream EM algorithm.
To our knowledge, ours is the first study to incorporate methods for matching logographic names that simultaneously consider measures of phonetic, visual, and keystroke similarity into a large-scale record linkage framework. Peng et al. previously demonstrated improvement to named entity clustering in traditional and simplified Chinese using support vector machine classifiers trained on what they term character pinyin similarity features (tokens for the pinyin of single Chinese logograms) and aligned n-grams, but did not consider features related to visual similarity (17) . Outside of the record linkage context, there has been substantial development on the identification of similar Chinese characters for natural language processing and educational purposes. For example, Ming et al. trained recommender systems to return similar characters on the basis of structure, semantic radical, stroke sequence, pinyin, and semantic features (26) . While we did not assess these features in the current study, they may offer advantages, as could features based on image analysis of character inputs (e.g., (27) ). In using string similarity scores to adjust parameters previously estimated via Fellegi-Sunter probabilistic linkage, our posterior Bayesian adjustment method is somewhat similar to a method proposed by Li et al. to use linearly combined string similarity scores across multiple identifying fields, weighted by the log likelihood ratio of their exact agreement pattern among matches and nonmatches (a Fellegi-Sunter model output) (28) . However, our approach is better justified on the basis of probability theory, and allows for conditional dependence between field agreements to inform the initial estimation of match probabilities.
While the performance and scalability of the methods we have developed for linkage with logographic name-matching are encouraging, it is not clear how well the classifiers trained to our dataset will generalize to new data in different contexts. Nonetheless, we expect our framework of assessing and incorporating comparisons of multiple representations to capture and weight phonetic, visual, and keystroke similarities in machine learning classifiers will provide good performance in general if adequately adapted to specific contexts. There is substantial room for improvement in the particular feature encodings we used, which were drawn for convenience from publicly available datasets. Improvements could include incorporation of direct phonetic encodings, enhanced measures of visual similarity, and more carefully-selected features for radical decompositions. Cognitive linguistic research has revealed that the structure of compound characters, as well as semantic radicals (the element of the character which indicates its domain of reference) are important factors in perceptual character similarity (29) , and we noted that most, if not all, instances of a character being decomposed into its radicals corresponded with a vertical bisection. While they generally demonstrated improved performance over an exact-agreement baseline, and provide some theoretical justification to tune the application of name-matching classifiers to specific record linkage problems, none of our proposed methods for incorporating name-matching into linkage is entirely satisfying: The threshold-based methods lose substantial information by dichotomizing continuous similarity scores, while the Bayesian posterior adjustment method assumes that name similarity is invariant with respect to agreement on other fields, and lacks flexibility to adapt the estimated probability of matching given observed string similarity scores to new data. An alternative approach may be to treat disjoint intervals of string similarity as levels of agreement within the linkage mixture model, as proposed by Winkler and others (9, 30, 31) . Such an approach requires more parameters to be estimated during probabilistic linkage, and complicates the modeling of conditional dependence between fields. However, both issues may be mitigated by using GAMs with suitable regularization, such as monotonicity constraints. We leave this and other improvements to future studies.
